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Hey!!!! Welcome back!!

“An equation means nothing to me unless it expresses a thought 

of God”.

-- Srinivasa Ramanujam

December was a rocky month. We are sure you would not disagree. It was an end of an era

in the TN politics with the demise of Selvi. J.Jayalalitha, which saddened the entire state.

And before we recovered from that we had a massive cyclone, Vardah which had devastating

effects. However, Chennai bounced back!

In this month’s issue you will get to read about the Christmas and New Year celebration at

Primrose schools and as always we have.

On behalf of Primrose Schools, we wish you all a very happy and prosperous New

year,2017! We pray that this year brings joy and happiness to each of you.
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With Love and Hope, Editorial Team

Meenakshi Subramanian, IX Nandhini Ganesh, IX
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Goodbye, Amma

The thronging crowds will no longer get to see her smiling benignly from 

behind the windscreen of her air-conditioned Tempo traveller, looking 

ethereal as well as distant under the 1000-watt bulb hung over her head. 

We will no longer hear her speak, mercilessly attacking her enemies, 

vowing to fight evil forces, assuring the enthralled crowd that MGR’s rule 

would be back. She had looked like a redeemer, the very embodiment of 

Ma Kali, the destroyer of the evil.

Puratchi Thalaivi (Revolutionary Leader)

Dr. J. Jayalalitha, fondly revered as Amma (mother), was an Indian actor 

turned politician, served over 

24 years between 1991 and 2016. As a CM fighting for the rights of her 

state, as a politician trying to spring back from electoral defeats, as a 

woman standing up in a very much a man’s world, she was courageous to 

the point of being an adventurist.

Jayalalitha was admitted to Apollo Hospitals in Chennai on the 22nd of 

September, 2016 as she suffered from infection and acute dehydration. 

She was also said to be suffering from several pulmonary infections which 

were cured. On 4th Dec 2016, she was admitted to the critical care unit 

after suffering cardiac arrest around 16:45. The hospital released a 

press statement stating that her condition was very critical and that she 

was on life support. On 5th Dec 2016, the hospital officially announced 

her death at 

23:30 IST.

But the real reason behind her death is still a MYSTERY.
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The Vardha Cyclone

Pros:

A lot of information and discussion abounds about the damage of the vardha 

cyclone but rarely does anyone talk about the benefits of the vardha cyclone. 

Here are some benefits of the vardha cyclone.

Rainfall - Without a doubt, this is the most important benefit of the vardha 

cyclone. Although tropical cyclones can take an enormous toll on lives and 

personal property, they can be important factors in the precipitation regimes 

of the places they affect and bring much needed rain to otherwise dry or 

drought related regions. It helps the ground to hold more moisture.

Heat balance – Tropical cyclones help maintain the global heat balance by 

moving warm tropical air away from the equator, towards the poles. Without 

them, the tropics would get hotter and the poles a lot colder. A typical tropical 

cyclone releases heat energy of about 50 to 200 joules a day. That’s equivalent 

to 70 times our worldwide energy consumption. Cyclone rain cools the 

weather in its vicinity for some time, dropping the temperatures by significant 

levels (2 to 6 degree Celsius) 
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Cons:

1. During the storm vardha a lot of destruction was caused in Chennai.

2. Trees had fallen down and some were broken and destroyed.

3. There was an electricity short circuit and power had gone for many days.

4. Houses were destroyed and the cars were turned up-side down.

5. People could not reach to their family because they were stranded in their 

office, malls etc.

6. Electric and phone poles had fallen down and roads were blocked.

7. Many water borne diseases were spreading because of the dirt puddles.

--- Aditya and Sia Jithin, V
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Christmas Celebration


